Abstract-Voronoi diagram for polygon is difficult to construct because polygons have Irregular boundary consisting of segments. In traditional algorithm, when generators of polygons are complex, production process will be extremely complex because of the complex relationship between line segments. In this paper, we use spontaneous construction of Voronoi diagrams. The algorithm can get over all kinds of shortcomings that we have just mentioned. So it is more useful and effective than the traditional algorithm. The results show that the algorithm is both simple and useful, and it is of high potential value in practice.
INTRODUCTION
We have already noted that the concept of the Voronoi diagram is used extensively in a variety of disciplines and has independent roots in many of them. Voronoi diagram was appeared in meteorology, biology discipline and so on [1] [2] [3] . Now, people extend generator from a point to a line, a circle, or a polygon. More and more people pay attention to the algorithm that can construct Voronoi diagram fast and effectively. The traditional algorithms [4] [5] [6] 
. We call the region given by
the planar ordinary Voronoi polygon associated with , and the set given by
The planar ordinary generated by P (or the Voronoi
the generator point or generator of the ith Voronoi, and the set the generator set of the Voronoi diagram V (in the literature, a generator point is sometimes referred to as a site) [7] , as shown in Fig. 1 . We assume that a generator i P is a polygon consisting of straight line segments. The shortest distance between p and a straight line segment i P is defined following. 
. [8] (A line Voronoi diagram generated by set consist of two polygons is shown in Fig. 2 
III. CONSTRUCTION OF SPONTANEOUS VORONOI DIAGRAMS FOR FIGURES
In the actual situation, we can frequently encounter that generator of polygon changes. Production process will be extremely complex because of the change of regions neighboring with those changed generator this time [9] . We can get over many kinds of them by using spontaneous construction of Voronoi diagrams.Here we construct Voronoi diagram with spontaneous algorithm. Firstly, we assign different colours for different generators. Then choose some points on those generators. Finally, use spontaneous algorithm constructing Voronoi diagram. The procedure end when all points on screen are marked colour. This time, we get the Voronoi diagram [10] .
Voronoi diagrams for polygons were widely used on geographic information system and urban planning. Figure   3 show us the generation of process. We take two generators of polygons as the example (Figure 3-1) . Construct Voronoi diagram using spontaneous algorithm. Firstly, we assign different colour for different generator. Here polygon P1 was assigned to be red and polygon P2 green (Figure 3-2) . Then choose some points on the generators to represent generator themselves (Figure 3-3) . Next draw circles with taking generator points as the centre and distance as radius ( Figure  3-4) . The program ends when screen of all pixel are assigned . At last, we assign generators black and assign other pixels white, and Voronoi diagram for polygons is got (Figure 3-6 ).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The construction of Voronoi diagrams for polygon by spontaneous algorithm can get over many kinds of shortcomings, because we need only to consider the generator changed. So it is more useful and effective than the traditional algorithm.The results show that the algorithm is both simple and useful, and it is of high potential value in practice. 
